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The Security and Risk Report Series focuses on
•
•
•

Operational risks in areas of instability which could affect the safety of commercial and private vessels and
personnel ashore and at sea.
In country reporting on key countries where civil conflicts are directly impacting on maritime operations; and
Reporting and analysis of incidents of terrorism, piracy and other related criminal activity.

MAST has a global reach and presence, delivering first hand, accurate and exclusive intelligence. MAST is
entrenched and committed in continuing to support and promote the awareness of the very real risks that
seafarers and other stakeholders face.
This Intelligence Report Series is a brief snapshot of MAST’s Intelligence capabilities. MAST Intelligence specialises
in providing clients with a suite of products and services, including; political and economic risk analysis, detailed
port and vessel security briefs, vessel passage plans, threat and risk mitigation and travel risk management.
Working closely in conjunction with a host of experts, MAST Intelligence offers a market leading service pertaining
to all maritime affairs.
Follow MAST on LinkedIn and Twitter to keep abreast with these insightful weekly reports and more —
including real time security updates.

Issue 342
Issue 342 of the series reviews, analyses and threat assesses the conflict-affected coastal
states of Somalia and Yemen and associated waters, as well as ongoing issues facing the
maritime industry in West Africa. The Mediterranean migrant crisis, security issues facing the
UK and incidents affecting maritime security are also reported and analysed.
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Gulf of Guinea
The Nation newspaper ran an article on July 23rd in which the Maritime Workers Union of Nigeria (MWUN) and
numerous local fishing communities complained about the ongoing threat of ‘sea pirate’ attacks in Nigeria’s
waterways. As piracy has decreased at sea, it would appear that many gangs are now targeting locals in Bayelsa
State, stealing engines and conducting armed robberies.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

were convicted of illegal bunkering using the MT
Preyor 1, which was also arrested and had a fine
levied against it. The 2,458,350 litres of illegal
petroleum products on board are to be auctioned off
by the EFCC, they said on July 21st.

Nigerian, Brazilian navies strengthen ties
to secure GoG
The Brazilian Navy vessel Uniao has visited Lagos,
and will take part in a four day naval exercise with
the Nigerian Navy in the Gulf of Guinea, Vanguard
reported on July 23rd. The ship is in the Gulf of
Guinea as part of Operation Gunex, a maritime
interdiction mission to the region to ensure maritime
security.

The reformation of NIMASA has
safeguarded Nigeria from global
maritime danger zones
Dr. Bashir Jamoh, Director General of the Nigerian
Maritime Administration and Safety Agency
(NIMASA), has told a Commission in Nigeria that
thanks to internal NIMASA reforms, the country has
been able to remove danger zones for the country’s
maritime industry. “The international community,
international organisations, international cargo
owners like BIMCO, and the rest came together to
sit down and discuss problems and solutions on how
to tackle the issue of maritime insecurity,” he said,
highlighting the collaborative nature of the work his
agency has been undertaking, TDPel Media said on
July 21st.

Nigerian judiciary frustrates war against
piracy, maritime crime - Navy
Commodore J.A.S. Malafa, Director, Legal Services,
Nigerian Navy, has spoken out against low sentences
imposed on those convicted of crimes at sea. At a
seminar in Abuja for the Nigerian Shippers’ Council
(NSC) in collaboration with the Nigerian Judicial
Institute (NJI), he said: “If pirates find a way around
the punishment such as the option of fine, it will
likely not achieve the desired deterrence effect to
desist from acts of violence against ships at sea,”
Tribune Online said on July 21st.

Court jails four, vessel for illegal oil
bunkering in Port Harcourt
The Federal High Court in Port Harcourt has
sentenced four men to two years in prison for
illegally dealing in petroleum products. The men

For further information, please click here.

Gulf of Guinea Piracy & Maritime Crime Figures
2022
Incidents reported: 18 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
2021
Incidents reported: 56 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
Crew kidnapped: 46 (IMB, MDAT)
Vessels hijacked: 1 (MDAT-GoG)
2020
Incidents reported: 132 (MDAT-GoG)
Crew Kidnapped: 130 (IMB)
Vessels Hijacked: 3 (IMB)
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Indian Ocean Region
Pakistan turned over command of a multinational naval task force in the Middle East to Saudi Arabia during a
morning ceremony at the U.S. Navy base in Manama, Bahrain, July 21st. Royal Saudi Navy Commodore Abdullah
Al-Mutairi assumed command of Combined Task Force (CTF) 150, the CMF said.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

China plans to build a military base in
Madagascar’s Indian Ocean Region

Indian government to discuss anti-piracy
bill

Defence Aviation Post said on July 21st that high
level meetings between Madagascar and China had
taken place in recent weeks which could lead to
the establishment of a Chinese military base on the
island. China has donated two short-range patrol
vessels to Madagascar and regularly sends it military
assistance, the article reported.

Indian legal and news outlets have reported that
India’s Anti-Maritime Piracy Bill, 2019, is due for
consideration in the current parliament session.
The country does not presently have any anti-piracy
legislation under which is can legal process those
captured at sea and suspected of the crime. The new
law would bring the UN Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS) into Indian domestic law if passed,
The Hindu said on July 22nd.

Iran navy unveils new fleet to carry
drones
A report on website 1945.com on July 21st discussed
Iran’s new fleet of vessels which can carry armed
drones. The drone-carrier fleet reportedly consists of
both surface and submarines capable of deploying
armed drones. Iranian state-TV reported: “The first
drone-carrier division of the Iranian navy consisting
of ships and submarine units carrying all types of
drone for combat, detection and destruction has
been unveiled.”

Interpol port security project for Africa
A new EU-funded Interpol port security project (PSP)
which will enhance port security and enable the
authorities in charge to better prevent and respond
to threats is currently underway in Angola, Comoros,
Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique,
Tanzania, Namibia and the Seychelles, Defence Web
said on July 22nd. The PSP is being coordinated by
the Indian Ocean Commission, IMO and UNODC.
Interpol said: “Ports require protection to avoid
damage to the global economy resulting from
disruption to supply chains and the flow of trade.
In recent years, the East Africa, Southern Africa and
Indian regions have seen increasing criminal activity
in maritime affairs.”

For further information, please click here.
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MAST Note: This chart will be replaced as soon as Admiralty UK releases the updated version.
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European Waters
Turkey has successfully negotiated a deal with Russia to allow Ukraine to resume exports of grain through the
Black Sea, BBC News said on July 22nd. The US State Department welcomed the UN-brokered deal, but said it
was focusing on holding Russia accountable for implementing it.

Black Sea incidents

towards Gaza, the report said.

On July 23rd, less than a day after signing an
agreement to create a grain export corridor in the
Black Sea, it was reported that Russia fired four
missiles at targets at Odessa port in Ukraine. While
Ukrainian air defences were able to destroy two of
the missiles, the others struck targets inside the
port. Amid international condemnation, Russia
claimed that it had been targeting a Ukrainian
military vessel inside the port after it initially denied
the attack. France 24 reported that Turkey had
received assurances from Moscow that its forces
were not responsible for the attack, only for news
to emerge later on Sunday 24th from its Foreign
Ministry that it had indeed conducted the strikes.
“Kalibr missiles destroyed military infrastructure in
the port of Odessa, with a high-precision strike,”
Maria Zakharova said on social media, claiming that a
Ukrainian patrol boat had been destroyed.
On July 22nd, Reuters published an investigation
into alleged Russian theft of Ukrainian grain. It
analysed the transit of Russian cargo ship, SV Nikolay,
which loaded grain at port Kavkaz in Russia and
travelled to the Turkish port of Izmir. The analysis by
Reuters concluded that the ship had initially docked
at the main grain terminal in Crimea. A Ukrainian
official told Reuters that the SV Nikolay was among
the vessels that Ukraine believed were exporting
‘looted’ grain. Moscow has denied the accusation.
On July 24th, it was announced that 10 NATO
nations were conducting exercise Breeze 2022 in the
Black Sea off Bulgaria. A total of 24 warships took
part in the exercise.

Italy migrants: Nearly 1,200 arrive by
boat in 24 hours
Nearly 1,200 undocumented migrants have arrived
in Italy over the past 24 hours, authorities say. The
migrants, who hail from several Asian, African and
Middle Eastern nations, landed at ports in Sicily.
Officials say 674 people were rescued and five dead
bodies recovered from an overcrowded fishing
boat off the coast of Calabria. Another 522 people
rescued from some 15 boats were brought to
Lampedusa on Saturday, the BBC reported on July
24th.

Migrant crisis: Border Force may have
made it worse - report
The Border Force, which polices the UK’s borders,
may have made the small boats crisis in the Channel
worse, an independent report has found. The
report, commissioned by Home Secretary Priti Patel,
described the overall approach as “ineffective and
possibly counterproductive”. Author Alex Downer,
former leader of Australia’s Liberal Party, criticised “a
cycle of crisis management”. Ms Patel has welcomed
the report’s “constructive recommendations,” BBC
News said on July 21st. In relation to the small boats
crisis, the review found the Border Force Maritime
command had been “drawn into a challenge that it is
ill-equipped to deal with and yet all-consuming”.

Number of migrants crossing English
Channel exceeds 15,000
InfoMigrants reported on July 20th that the number
of people crossing the English Channel from France
in small boats had now exceeded 15,000. Several UK
papers reported new figures from the government,
which said that by July 19th, at least 15,107 people
had crossed the Channel.

Israeli Navy sinks Palestinian vessel
‘smuggling arms’ to Hamas in Gaza
The Nigerian Independent reported on July 24th that
the Israeli Navy had sunk a Palestinian vessel sailing
towards Egypt, believing that it was attempting to
smuggle weapons. The vessel entered a restricted
area off the Gaza Strip, the Israeli Defence Force
said. It was ordered to stop but did not respond,
and was then fired on. The boat’s occupants swam

For further information, please click here.
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